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4 INCH 4K TEST MONITOR - TVI - CVI - AHD - IP - AN

4K Pro CCTV Test monitor ...for IP, TVI, CVI, AHD &
analogue

Key Features
Supports 4K Ultra HD TVI, CVI, AHD, IP & Analogue
Built-in LED Torch BNC & RJ45 Sockets
RS485 Testing Network Testing
TVI Coaxitron 12V DC Output & POE
Full Qwerty Keyboard 8GB Storage For Recordings

Description
The superb LCD400K is a 4K CCTV test monitor for professional installers. Boasting wide
CCTV compatibility with IP, TVI, CVI, AHD and legacy analogue cameras.

Beautifully engineered to fit comfortably in the hand when setting up CCTV cameras it feels a
class above other CCTV test monitors on the market.

A flip out "QWERTY" Keyboard makes it easy to enter data into the LCD400K and when you
fold the keyboard back it adds strength and protection for when it’s back in the van.

Testing IP Cameras is a breeze for the LCD400K, using its built in 48V POE output all you
need is one cable between the LCD400K and IP camera, no additional power supplies
needed.

Similarly when testing TVI, CVI, AHD or old analogue cameras, the feature packed LCD400K
also has a handy 12V output so you can again test and set up these CCTV cameras simply
and easily.

The LCD400K has some really great built in tools for the professional installer. It can test for
"packet loss" and even the speed of the network indicating if its 10Mb, 100Mb or a 1Gb
network so you can identify bottle necks slowing IP traffic down.
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When installing and fitting network cables its easy to mis-crimp a connector and get an open
or short, the LCD400K can test for these too. Using its built in TDR cable test function it can
also help pinpoint the actual distance it is to the break or cable short. The LCD400K is a really
handy little tool, it even features a built in torch!

For network engineers the LCD400K also boast a ping tester and even a network "sniff"
function where it can list all the connected devices on a network and include their IP and MAC
address.

Professional CCTV installers often record CCTV images from the cameras as a reference to
the quality of the cameras and installation at sign off, it’s a good practice for anyone to follow.
The LCD400K can record video from CCTV cameras and you can then transfer it to a
computer later for filing. It’s a great way for professional companies to keep and maintain
quality installations.

All in all, the superb LCD400K CCTV test monitor is the perfect tool for installing,
commissioning and servicing CCTV equipment in the UK market.

How It Works
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What's In The Box

4 Inch 4K Test Monitor Carry Case & Shoulder Strap
Lanyard BNC - BNC Lead
2.1mm DC Power Lead RS485 Test Lead
USB - USB Mini Lead Spare Terminal Block
Phono - BNC Connectors Power Supply Lead
PoE Power Injector Network Patch Lead

Specification
DC Range 12V DC
Power Charge Via POE (PSU Supplied)
Connections BNC, RJ45 & Mini USB
Storage Zipped Pouch
Sound Built-in Audio
Screen 4 Inch
Max Resolution 4K Ultra HD
Video In TVI, CVI, AHD, IP & Analogue
Video In Connection BNC & RJ45
Video Out Analogue & HD-TVI
Video Out Connection BNC
Battery Built-in Rechargable
Power Output 12V DC / 2A
Weight 1.6kg
Dimensions 190 x 113 x 37mm

Installer Details :
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